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A. CryptoLocker
B. CryptoWall
C. BitCrypt
D. BitLocker
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An IT security technician is actively involved in identifying
coding issues for her company.

Which of the following is an application security technique
that can be used to identify unknown weaknesses within the
code?
A. Port scanning
B. Fuzzing
C. Vulnerability scanning
D. Denial of service
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Fuzzing is a software testing technique that involves providing
invalid, unexpected, or random data to as inputs to a computer
program. The program is then monitored for exceptions such as
crashes, or failed validation, or memory leaks.

NEW QUESTION: 3
H has a floating rate loan that it wishes to replace with a
fixed rate. The cost of the existing loan is LIBOR +
4%. H would have to pay a fixed rate of 8% on a fixed rate
loan. H's bank has found a potential counterparty for a swap
arrangement.
The counterparty wishes to raise a variable rate loan. It would
pay LIBOR + 1% on a variable rate loan and
9% on a fixed rate.
The bank will require 10% of the savings from the swap and H
and the counterparty will share the remaining saving equally.
Calculate H's effective rate of interest from this swap
arrangement.
A. H would pay 6%
B. H would pay 6.2%
C. H would pay 6.4%
D. H would pay Libor + 1%
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
For manageability purposes, you have been told to add a "count"
instance variable to a critical JSP Document so that a JMX
MBean can track how frequent this JSP is being invoked.
Which JSP code snippet must you use to declare this instance
variable in the JSP
Document?
A. &lt;jsp:scriptlet.declaration&gt;
int count = 0;
&lt; jsp:scriptlet.declaration&gt;
B. &lt;jsp:declaration.instance&gt;
int count = 0;
&lt; jsp:declaration.instance&gt;
C. &lt;jsp:declaration&gt;

int count = 0;
&lt; jsp:declaration&gt;
D. &lt;%! int count = 0; %&gt;
Answer: C
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